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Operational uses Research undertaken using your data

When you were present your data was accessed 
6 times by 3 different services

Your data was used in the creation of 
8 academic research reports

View these reports
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Manchester, M22 5RA*

Monthly overview 2016
Amount of times your data was accessed, in your presence

HM Passport Office 
First Adult Passport Inteview 
Manchester, M1 3hu*
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Your data is distributed as part of a variety of datasets. Academics and researchers use them to try 
and learn more about all aspects of our society. The research below may have been conducted in 
any of the last several years, on any event since the dataset was collected. You may have been 
included to examine differences against the general population from those at the focus of the study.

There have been no reported 
breaches or losses of your 
records this quarter.

For NHS records, please see your 
Health and Social Care Data Usage report.

Period covered

HM Government Personalised Government Data Usage report

When you weren’t present your data was accessed 
12 times by 4 different services

Data relating to your use of items marked * will have been sent to 
ONS for the production of Official and National Statistics.

If you have any other questions about the content of this report, 
please contact: enquiries@ons.gov.uk

Produced for you by the Office of National Statistics 
Delivered by the Government Digital Service

There were 205 articles published in 
the time period. 

To read all publicly available scholarly papers that used 
data, and search by keywords, please see: 
www.ons.gov.uk/whatwelearnt

 

Requests for Statistics 

ONS Longitudinal Study

National Pupil Database

JobCentre Plus                                                                      1 April, 14 April, 28 April                                                              What we learnt                                         New Data Releases

Data releases this month will lead to publications 
in the future. Most non-commercial users list all 
their outputs as part of the public benefifit of 
receiving your data. Not all commercial recipients 
are required to report what they learnt.


